INTRODUCTION
In 1981, L. LovQsz invented an algorithm for computing a reduced (i.e., nearly orthogonal) basis of an arbitrary lattice in [w" from a known basis of the lattice. It has a surprisingly good theoretical complexity (polynomial time), and also performs very well in practice. This algorithm, together with an application to the factorization of polynomials, is described in Lenstra et al. [9] . It has several other interesting applications, such as in public-key cryptography (cf. Lagarias and Odlyzko [8] ), and in the disproof of the Mertens conjecture (cf. Odlyzko and te Riele [13] ). We shall refer to the algorithm as the "L3-Basis Reduction Algorithm," (L3-BRA).
The L3-BRA can also be used for solving multi-dimensional diophantine approximation problems, as Lenstra et al. already indicated [9, p. 5251 . In the present paper it is shown that this enables us to find all solutions of certain exponential diophantine equations and inequalities in a routine manner. As is well known, many types of diophantine problems are associated to linear forms in logarithms of algebraic numbers (see, e.g., Baker [3, Chap. 41, Shorey and Tijdeman [ 181, Stroeker and Tijdeman [20, pp. 343-3531) . Namely, for any large solution of the diophantine problem some linear form in logarithms is extremely close to zero. The Gelfond-Baker method provides effectively computable (and in many cases explicitly computed) lower bounds for the absolute values of such linear forms. Thus, explicit upper bounds for the solutions of many diophantine problems can be obtained. The bounds that are found in this way are so large that enumeration of the remaining possibilities is practically impossible. However, it is generally assumed that the bounds are far from the actual largest solution. Therefore it is worthwile to search for methods to reduce the found upper bounds.
If the linear form in logarithms under consideration has only two terms, a simple method applies, based on continued fractions. For example, Cijsouw, Korlaar, and Tijdeman (Appendix to Stroeker and Tijdeman [20] ) found in this way all solutions of the diophantine inequality 1 p v -q I 1 < p"-x- (1.1) for all primes p, q with p < q < 20, and 6 = 4. In Section 4.B we extend this result for many more values of p, q, and 6 = 6. A natural generalization of (1.1) is the following problem. Let S be the set of all positive integers composed of primes from a fixed finite set { pI ,..., p,}, where t > 2, and let 6 E (0, 1). Then lind all solutions of the diophantine inequality 0 < .Y -1' < y' (1.2) in x, y E S. Putting X/-V = p;' . 'p:', the corresponding linear form in logarithms is /i=.u,logp,+ ..' +x,logp,.
The continued fraction method applies only for t = 2. For f 2 3, multidimensional continued fraction algorithms are available (cf. Brentjes [S] ), but they are not useful for our purposes. In Section 4.C we shall show that the L3-BRA leads to substantial improvements of the upper bounds for (1.2). Usually the new bound is of the size of the logarithm of the initial bound. For t = 6, {p, ,..., p6} = { 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 >, 6 = 4, we show in detail how (1.2) can be solved completely with this method. If the linear form is inhomogeneous of the form /l=x,logcr, + .'. +x,loga,+loga,+,, it can of course be made homogeneous by introducing the variable x,+ i as coefficient of the last term. We may then solve this (n + 1)-dimensional approximation problem, and select all solutions with x,+ , = 1. There is, however, a different approach, which may ,be faster. See Baker and Davenport [4] for n = 2, and Ellison [6 3 for n > 2. It is then needed to find good simultaneous approximations pi/q to log a,/log a, (i = l,..., n -1). Lenstra et al. [9, p. 5251 have indicated how the L3-BRA can be used to find such approximations.
We do not work this out in the present paper. Up to now we have only considered real linear forms in logarithms. There is a p-adic counterpart of the Gelfond-Baker theory, which provides lower bounds for the p-adic values of linear forms in p-adic logarithms of algebraic numbers. It is therefore a natural problem to devise p-adic analogues of the diophantine approximation methods sketched above. The simplest case is that of an inhomogeneous form with only one variable, such as A =x log, a, + log, c(2.
Then it suffices to compute the p-adic expansion of log, aJog, a, far enough. See Wagstaff [21] , Petho and de Weger [14] , and de Weger [24] .
In the case of a form with two terms, such as /1=x,log,a,+x,log,cr, a practical p-adic analogue of the real continued fraction algorithm is needed. Such an algorithm was first formulated by Mahler [ 11, Chap. 41 . A similar algorithm has been studied by de Weger [23] in the context of p-adic approximation lattices. See Agrawal et al. [ 1 ] for an application to a Thue-Mahler equation. We shall show in Section 5.C how to solve p-y + pi? = )$lp';' (1.3 for fixed pr , p2, pj, w using this algorithm. A natural generalization of (1.3 is the diophantine equation x+y=z (1.4) in x, y, z E S, with S as above. We may assume gcd(x, y, z) = 1. Put p = pr, and suppose p 1 z. Then p i xy. Put x/y = p-T' *. .pf?j. Then we have the p-adic linear form in logarithms n =x1 log/$, + ... S-X,-I 10$&p,-,.
The concept of approximation lattices of p-adic numbers, as introduced in [23] , can be generalized to the multi-dimensional case, as we shall see in Section 5.B. Then we can apply the L3-BRA. In Section 5.D we show how this can be used to solve (1.4) explicitly. We give details for t = 6, {pl ,..., p6} = (2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13) . This generalizes the results of Alex [2] , who gave a complete solution of (1.4) for t = 4, {pl ,..., p4} = (2, 3, 5, 7) by elementary arguments. The case where z has only one prime divisor was treated by Rumsey and Posner [16] , also by elementary means.
Many diophantine equations, such as the Thue equation, the Thue-Mahler equation, the hyperelliptic equation and the Mordell equation, lead to linear forms in logarithms similar to those described above. These equations differ from our examples (1.2) and (1.4) in that the path from the equation to the linear form in logarithms is not as straightforward; it leads through some algebraic number theory. This clearly does not affect the applicability of our approximation methods for reducing upper bounds, since they are based only on the linear forms themselves.
BOUNDS FOR LINEAR FORMS IN LOGARITHMS
In this section we quote the results that we use from the theory of linear forms in logarithms. We do not quote the theorems in full generality, since we apply them only for logarithms of rational integers, and for rational coefficients. The results provide lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms in the real and p-adic cases. We chose results that give completely explicit constants and lead to convenient upper bounds for the solutions of the diophantine problems we want to solve. We stress that our methods for reducing these bounds are in principle independent of the size of the bounds.
Let p, ,..., pI1 (n > 2) be rational integers such that 2 <p, < .. <p,,, and [Q(p;l',..., pf,"): Q] = 2". Let b ,,..., h,,eZ', and put B=max, SiG,l IhJ. In the real case we have the following result. LEMMA 
(Waldschmidt).
Let n =h, logp, + ." +h,,logp,, he nonzero. Put V, = max( 1, logpi) (i= l)..., n), Q= V, ... V,,, c,=2 "I + 26n'7 + 4!2 log( e V,, , ), c, = c, log(e v,, ).
Then
IAl >exp(-(C, log B+C,)j.. This lemma was proved by Waldschmidt [22] . In the case n = 2 a sharper bound was given by Mignotte and Waldschmidt [ 121. In the p-adic case we have the following result:
LEMMA 2.2. (van der Poorten). Let p be a prime with p i pi (i = l,..., n). Let A =h, log,p, + ... +h,log,p,, be nonzero. Choose p, ti with 2/(n + 1) d p 6 2, 0 < K < p/2. Put Vi = max(e, log pi) (i= l,..., n), Q= If,*.. v,,
This lemma follows from the proof of Theorem 2 of van der Poorten [IS] . Note that we omitted the factor n(2D2)"+ I, since D = 1; cf. van der Poorten [ 15, p. 351 . To save computation time we may choose p, K as a function of n such that C3 is minimal, for van der Poorten's estimate (16(n + l))"("+') for 4(n + l)(ncl'k('+V) (with p = 2, K = +) is rather crude. Note that for n = 2 a sharper bound was by Schinzel 
THE L3-B~srs REDUCTION ALGORITHM
In this section we describe how we use the L3-BRA. All lattices that appear in this paper are integral lattices, that is, sublattices of Z". In the algorithm as stated in [9, Fig. 1 , p. 5211, non-integral rationals may occur, even if the input consists of rational integers only. We now describe a variant of the L3-BRA in which only integers occur. This has the advantage of avoiding rounding-off errors.
Let Tc Z" be a lattice with basis vectors b, ,..., b,. Define b:, pu, di as in [9] , (1.2), (1.3), (1.24), respectively. The di can be used as denominators for all numbers that appear in the original algorithm [9, p. 523) . Thus, put for all relevant i, j,
They are integral, by [9] , (1.2X), (1.29) . Note that, with Bi= lb,Fj2.
We can now rewrite the L3-BRA in terms of ci, d,, i.,,j instead of b,?, Bi, pi.,, thus eliminating all non-integral rationals. We give this variant of the algorithm in Table 1 . All the lines in this variant are evident from applying for i = k + l,..., n.
p1.k : = pLi,k -I -pk,k I pi.k (3.8) The d, remain unchanged for i = 0, l,..., k -2, and by (3.5) also for i = k. Now, (3.4) is equivalent to
which explains (C Note that A, = A, since elk' = Bi. Put UO = Z, C, = A,. For some j 2 1 let C, and U,-, be known matrices. Then we apply the L3-BRA to C= C,, Ii = U, _, . We thus find matrices B, and U, such that Now put Bj= CjU,:', U,.
c I+1 = EBj+ !P,Uj.
By induction the matrices B,, C,, and U, are well defined for j= l,..., k. Note that so the C,U, I, satisfy the same recursive relation as the A,. Since C, U;' = A,, we have C,U, !, = A, for all j. Hence Bi= C,lJmml, U,= A,U,.
and it follows that B, and A, are associated to bases of the same lattice, which is ZY Moreover, since B, is output of the L3-BRA. it is associated to a reduced basis of f. Let us now analyse the computation time. For a matrix A4 we denote by L(M) the maximal number of (decimal) digits of its entries. If the L3-BRA is applied to a matrix C, with as output a matrix B, then according to the experiences of Lenstra, Odlyzko (cf. Lenstra [ 10, p. 71 ) and ourselves, the computation time is proportional to L(C)3 in practice. Since B is associated to a reduced basis, we have Instead of applying the L3-BRA once with A as input, we apply it k times, with Cl,..., C, as input. Thus we reduce the computation time by a factor For k between 2.5n and 3n this expression is maximal, about 0.4n2. So the reduction in computation time is considerable. The storage space that is required is also reduced, since the largest numbers that appear in the input have I( 1 + ((k -1)/n)) digits.
We use the L3-BRA for finding a lower bound for the length of the nonzero vectors of a lattice f. Let 1.1 denote the euclidean length on [w". Put Then the following inequality holds (cf. [9, (l.ll)]). In some applications we want to compute all vectors in a lattice with length bounded by a given constant. To do this we employ a recent algorithm of Fincke and Pohst [7] , in combination with the L3-BRA.
A DIOPHANTINE INEQUALITY
Let p, < . . . <pr be prime numbers, where t > 2. Let S be the set of all positive integers composed of these primes only, so S= {p;1...p.$x,~Z, x,20 for i= l,..., t}.
Let 0 < 6 < 1 be a fixed real number. We study the diophantine inequality
O<x-y<yb (4.1) in x, y E S. For a solution x, y of (4.1), the finitely many z E N for which zx, zy is also a solution of (4.1) can be found without any difficulty. Therefore we may assume that (x, y) = 1. Put
Tijdeman showed that there exists a computable number c, depending on p, only, such that for all x, y E S with x > y 2 3,
(cf. Shorey and Tijdeman [ 18, Theorem 1.11). Thus, for any solution of (4.1) a bound for X can be computed, and we do so in Section 4.A. In Sections 4.B and 4.C we show how to reduce such an upper bound, in the cases t = 2 and t 2 3 respectively. We apply Lemma 2.1 to A, with n = t, q = 2. Since p, 2 3 we have Vi = log pi for i 3 2. Thus
Combining this with (4.3) we find X~C,log(elogp,)+log2/logp,+CC,logX.
The result now follows from Lemma 2.3, since C, > e2. 1 EXAMPLES.
With t=2, 2<p,,<199 and S=$, we have C,<2.3Ox 10" and C,<1.97x
1019. With t=6,
2<p,<l3 and S=+ we find C, < 8.37 x 1O33 and C, < 1.35 x 1036.
4.B. The Case t = 2
In this section we work out the example t = 2, 2 <pi < 199 and 6 = &. We find all solutions of (4.1) with these parameters, thus extending a result of Cijsouw, Korlaar, and Tijdeman (Appendix to Stroeker and Tijdeman [20] ). We write n=Ix,logP,-.Glogp,l, where x1, x2 are both positive integers. We assume that p;> 1025, (4.4) since it is easy to find the remaining solutions. Let logp,/logp, have the simple continued fraction expansion logp,/logpz = 10; a,, az,...l, and let the converge& ~,,/q,, be defined by
It is well known that r/q is a convergent of a real number CI if la -rlql < 1/2q2, and that a11 convergents r,/q,, of a = [ao; a,, a,,...] satisfy MatI + 1 + 2) qt, < )a -r,/qnl -c l/a,+ lqz.
We may assume that (x,, x2) = i. We now have the following criteria. Namely, suppose the contrary. Then 2x"o< 3.1 X, and it follows that X < 80. This contradicts 3. It follows from (4.6) that hence .X,/X is a convergent of log p,/log p2, say .x2 = rk, X = qk. Since qk is at least the (k + 1)th Fibonacci number, and by XC 1.97 x lOI (from the examples at the end of Sect. 4.A), we obtain k d 92. The lemma now follows from (4.5) and (4.7). 1
To solve (4.1) we computed the continued fraction expansions and the convergents of logp,/logpz exactly, up to the index n such that q, ~ , < 1.97 x lOI < q,!. Lemma 4.2 guarantees that n 6 93. Doing so, we obtained the result, (4.9) has only the 77 solutions listed in Table II. (b) The diophantine inequality (4.8) with p,, pz non-powers such that 2 <p, <p2 < 50 and conditions (4.9), has on1.v the 74 solutions listed in Table III .
In Tables II and III , the column "delta" gives the real number with 1~;' -p';21 = min(p.;l, ~;z)~~"~. Note that in Theorem 4.3 we do not demand (xi, x2) = 1. The numerous solutions of (4.8) with 6 = & and min(p.;', p?) < lOI can be found without much effort. The computations for the proof of the theorem took 35 sec. We computed approximations of log pi by writing it as a suitable linear combination of numbers of the form log( 1 + x) for small x, and evaluating log( 1 + X) by a Taylor series, taking care to avoid mistakes by rounding-off procedures. Thus we computed explicit rational numbers 8,, 0, with 8, <logp,/logp,<e,<e, +E for a small enough E. Then as far as the partial quotients of the continued fraction expansions of 8, and l32 coincide, they coincide with the partial quotients aj of log p, /logp,. It appeared to be sufficient to take E = lOPso. 
4.C. The Case t > 3
In this section we show how the L3-BRA can be used to reduce an upper bound for the solutions of (4.1) in the multi-dimensional case. This will enable us to find all solutions of (4.1) for given t >, 3, pl,..., pr and 6.
Let s, v be a solution of (4.1). Put xi = ord,(x/y) (i = l,..., t), and X=max , <, <, IxJ. Let C be an upper bound for X, for example, C = C, (cf. We use the corollary to reduce the upper bound C for X as follows. Choose C,, somewhat larger than (tC)'. The parameter y is used to keep the "rounding-off error" lyCO log pi -oil relatively small. (If C,, is large, then this error is already so small compared to C, that it is safe to take y = 1.) The ei are integers, and are computed exactly. By the L3-BRA we can compute a lower bound for l(r) (cf. Lemma 3.1). We may expect that this bound is of size (det(T)) 'I', which is about ytC. Thus we may expect that (4.13) holds with X0= C. Otherwise we may try some larger C,. If (4.13) holds, then (4.14) gives bounds for Jxil, and thus for X, of size log(C,/C), which is of size log C. Hence the reduction of the upper bound is considerable indeed. Lemma 4.4 is more precise than its corollary, and therefore more suitable for reducing a small bound C.
We now proceed with an elaborate example. Let t = 6, p, ,..., p6 = 2 ,..., 13, and 6 = I. By the example at the end of Section 4.A, we know that X< C for C = 1.35 x 1036. We take C, = 10Z4', y = 1. The values of the Bi were computed exactly. We applied the L3-BRA to the corresponding lattice I-,, and found a reduced basis c, ,.. All vectors in r3 satisfying (4.15) and IL1 < lo6 can be computed with the algorithm of Fincke and Pohst [7] (we omit the details of the com-putations). We found that there exist only two such vectors, but they do not correspond to solutions of (4.1). Hence all solutions of (4.1) satisfy (4.16). Next we choose C, = lo*, 7 = 104. If /iI > 5 x lo', then (4.12) yields Both also satisfy (4.17). Hence all solutions of (4.1) satisfy (4.17) . At this point it seems inefficient to choose appropriate parameters Co, y to repeat the procedure with. But the bounds of (4.17) are small enough to admit enumeration. Doing so, we found 605 solutions of (4.1). We cannot list them all here. Instead we give the following result, from which the reader should be able to find all solutions without much effort. The remaining 34 solutions are listed in Table IV .
The computation of the reduced basis of rI took 113 set, where we applied the L3-BRA as we described it in Section 3, in 12 steps. The direct search for the solutions of (4.17) took 228 sec. The remaining computations (computation of the log pi up to 250 decimal digits, of the reduced basis of r2, and of the short vectors in r3 and r,) took 8 sec. Hence in total we used 349 sec. The numerical details can be obtained from the author.
A DIOPHANTINE EQUATION
Let p1 < ... <pr be prime numbers, where t > 3, and let S be the set of all positive rational integers composed of those primes only. In this section we study the exponential diophantine equation Then it follows that C,~log~(xY))210g(~/P,)6~(xY)logP,-log2.
Note that by (5.3) so that /y/x-II<+. Hence
On the other hand, Lemma 2.1 yields lb3(ylx)l >expi -G(log I + log(e~,))}.
Thus we obtain WY) l%P, < wag wY))2 1%wP,) +log(2 log 2)
+ G(log m(v) + log(eV,)).
Obviously, G(log m(w))* > log(2 log 2) + G(log WY) + log(eV,)), and we have a contradiction with (5.5). So from (5.4) or from the negation of (5.5 ) we infer and from Lemma 2.3 we obtain rn(-~y) < C,. Now the result follows from (5.3). I
EXAMPLES.
With t = 3, p, = 2, pz = 3, p3 = 5 we find a minimal value for k i+lc on taking p= 1, K-A, namely k'+jf=2'08. Then C,,<6.75 x 104'. With t=6, p ,,..., pb=2 ,..., 13 we take p=l, ti=+, and we find c <337x 107'. 10 .
5.B. Approximation Lattices
In [23] the concept of (2-dimensional) approximation lattices of a p-adic number was introduced. In this subsection we generalize this notion to multi-dimensional approximation lattices of a linear form of p-adic numbers. We confine ourselves to the particular lattices that we use for solving Eq. (5.2), and indicate how a basis of such a lattice can be computed explicitly.
Let p be any of the primes p, ,..., pt. We may assume that p [ ~JY Rename the other primes as po,...,p,~2, such that ord,(log,(p,)) is mmimal. For i = l,..., t-2 and mEN, put Suppose that we know that m(xyz) < X0. We may expect that l(rz) is of size (det(rz))"''-*', which is about p *A-' ), Thus we may expect that it will suffice to take m somewhat larger than (t -1) log(m X,)/log p. If (5.6) does not hold then, we may try some larger m. If (5.6) holds, then (5.7) yields ord,(z) <m + mo. We repeat this procedure for p =p, ,..., p,. Since (5.2) is invariant under permutation of x, y, z we find a new upper bound for m(xyz), which is of size m N log X0. We give the values of eCrn) in Table V , and the reduced bases of the rz in Table VI . From this table we find the lower bounds for @(c,) given above. They are all larger than 6.75 x 10"'. Hence for the solutions of (5. If in (5.8) the plus sign holds, this inequality follows at once. So now the bounds for 1x01, lx11 follow from lxij log pi < log max(x, y) 6 log( W1o'9 + W).
We repeat the procedure with m as in the following The numbers are now so small that the computations can be performed by hand. For example, for p = 5 the lattice f,* is generated by Table VII all solutions with u > 3 are given.
The computer calculations for the proof of this theorem took 3 sec.
5.D. The Case t 3 4
In this section we present an elaborate example of the use of the L3-BRA for solving an equation of type (5.2) in the multi-dimensional case. Let S be the set of positive integers composed of the primes 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13 only. In the example at the end of Section 5.A. we have seen that the solutions x, y, ZE S of (5.2) satisfy m(xyz)< 3.37 x 1073. We show how to reduce this bound, and thus we are able to find all solutions. With the notation of Section 5.B we choose the following -parameters: m  70 YI  Y1 Y3   Y4   2  3  5  7  11 13  2  1320  3  2  5  7  11 13  1  840  5  2  3  7  11 13  1  600  2  1  0  0 1  7  3  2  5  11 13  1  480  3  0  O-l  1  11  2  3  5  7 13  1  360  5 -2 -1  2 0  13  2  3  5  7 11  1  360  6  3  1 -2  1 We computed the six values of the 0j"' (i= 1, 2, 3,4), and the reduced bases of the six lattices r,$,. 364  56  3  35  301  35  5  25  2  1  1  1  0  622  25  7  20  3  1  -1  1  0  693  20  11  15  5  1  2  -2  -2  192  15  13  15  6  1  0  3  2  658  15 Hence m(xyz) < 56.
To find the solutions of (5.2) with ord,(xyz) below the bounds given in the above table, we followed the following procedure. Suppose that we are at a certain moment interested in finding the solutions with ord,(xyz) <f(p), where f(p) is given for p = 2,... (n = number of solutions found.) with x, = ord,,(x/y) (i = O,..., 4) is in the lattice. Its length is bounded by (f(Po)*+ ... +f(p4) 1 . * "* All vectors in rz with length below this bound can be computed by the algorithm of Fincke and Pohst [7] (we omit details). Then all solutions of (5.2) corresponding to lattice points can be selected. Then we replace f(p) by m + m, -1, and we may repeat the procedure for newly chosen p, m.
We performed this procedure, starting with the bounds for ord,(xyz) given in the above table for f(p), and with p, m as in Table VIII . At the end we have f(2) = 4, f(p) = 1 for p = 3,..., 13. The remaining solutions can be found by hand. Thus we obtained the following result. ord,(xyz) < 4, ord,,(xyz) < 3, ord,,(xyz) < 3
The remaining 31 solutions are given in Table IX .
The computer calculations for the proof of this theorem took 2856 set, of which 2830 set were used for the first reduction step. In this first step, we applied the L3-BRA in 12 steps (cf. Sect. 3) which costed on average about 400 sec. The remaining 430 set were mainly used for the computation of the 24 8j")'s. Full numerical details can be obtained from the author. Recently, Oesterle posed the problem to decide whether there exists an absolute constant C such that c(x, y, z) < C for all x, y, z. Masser conjectured the stronger assertion that c(x, y, z) < 1 + E, when z exceeds some bound depending on E only. For a survey of related results and conjectures see Stewart and Tijdeman [19] . It might be interesting to have some empirical results on c(x, y, z), and to search for x, y, z for which it is large. From the preceding sections it may be clear that such x, y, z correspond to relatively short vectors in appropriate approximation lattices. As a byproduct of the proofs of Theorems 4.6 and 5.4 we computed the value of c(x, y, z), corresponding to many short vectors that we came across in performing the algorithm of Fincke and Pohst. All examples that we found with c(x, y, z) > 1.4 are listed in Table X . Our search was rather unsystematic, so we do not guarantee that this list is complete in any sense. The largest value for c(x, y, z) that occurred is 1.626, which was reached by x= 112, y=32x56x73, ~=2~'x23.
These results do not seem to yield any heuristical evidence for the truth or falsity of the above mentioned conjecture.
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